
Warning: this version has been completed with Google Translate, it 

certainly contains errors or inaccuracies. 

Technical sheet - general: Turquoise 

Gemma - 

names 
 ( Italian - Turquoise) 

( English -turquoise) 

 ( French - Turquoise) 

 ( Spanish - Turquesa) 

 ( Portuguese - Turquesa) 

( Thai - เท อ ร ์ค วอยซ ์the xr ̒ khwxys ̒ ) 

( German - Türkis)    

( Arabic - الفيروز alfayruz) 

 ( Russian - Бирюзовый 

Biryuzovyy )  

( Mandarin -绿松石 lǜsōngshí )  

( Swahili - Turquoise) 

( HIndi - फ़िरोज़ा firoza ) 

photo  

 

 

 

Colors (GIA) Pure blue turquoise is rare, while turquoise with brown, 

dark gray, or black veins, which can be sparse or 

dense, is more common. These veins come from the 

host rock and stones that show conspicuous veins are 

called "matrix turquoise". The most popular color for 

this gem is sky blue (also called "robin's egg blue" or 

"Persian blue"), followed by blue-green and then 

apple green. Pure blue turquoise is rare and turquoise 

is mostly interspersed with brown, dark gray or black 

veins (usually black limonite or manganese oxide) 

which can be scattered or dense. These veins are the 

host rock or other minerals and the turquoise that 

contains the veins is referred to as the "turquoise 

matrix". The most popular color of turquoise is sky blue 

(also called "robin's egg blue" or "Persian blue"), 

followed by blue-green or apple green. 

Cause of 

Color 

The turquoise group consists of five minerals (with a triclinium structure). These minerals 

are very similar in chemical composition, crystal structure, physical properties and often 

in appearance. The members of the group are: turquoise, aheylite, chalcosiderite, 

faustite and planerite . In these minerals, iron often replaces aluminum while copper 

often replaces zinc or iron. This composition / combination changes according to the 

deposit: turquoise and calco-siderite (material from the United States contains iron 

instead of aluminum), or malachite and chrysocolla. The abundance of iron causes a 

greenish color. 

Classification Mineral class 
Phosphates (hydrate) 

Species - Group (mineral) 
Turquoise - / Chalcosiderite-

Turquoise 

Variety 
/ 

Optical 

properties 

Specific 

Gravity: 
2.31 to 2.90 
Crystals 2.84; 
Common: 2.74 

RE: 1,590-1,650 (point: 1.61) 

Polariscope : AGG (undetectable) 

Double refraction: 0.040  

(not detectable) 

Characte

r optical 

Positive 

biaxial 

Pleochroism 
Not visible (colorless 

/ blue or light 

green) 

Luster (luster) - luster of the fracture 

Waxy, opaque - granular 
Dispersion (fire) 

NO 

Light Fluorescence 
SWUV: from inert to weak; green-yellow, blue 

LWUV: inert to moderate, whitish blue 

Phosphorescence 

NO 

Form Crystalline dress 
Extremely rare and micro-scopic 

crystals; microcrystalline, massive; 

nodular, concretion; veins and scabs. 
Melting point: 1700 ° C 

Phenomenal optical 

effects 
Nobody 

Crystalline system 
Triclinium (rarely); 

Pinacoidale botryoidal 

aggregates 

Crystal class 

Chemical 

formula 

Hydrated copper and aluminum phosphate 

 

 

CuAl 6 (PO 4 ) 4 (OH) 8 • 4 H 2 O 

Spectrometer image 

 
Occasionally it shows weak to medium 

bands at 420 and 432 nm (the 432 nm band 

is stronger). It could also show a faint band 



at 460nm . These are usually seen in light 

reflected off the surface. 

Fracture 

 

Flaking 

Absent 

Breaking- Parting  

NO 

Fracture 
Concoidal, irregular 

Durability Hardness (Mohs) - Absolute 

5 - 6; 48-72  
Toughness 

Poor 
Stability (heat, light, chemicals) 

Poor 

Clarity - 

characteristics 

Typical inclusions: Being a non-transparent gem, the inclusions that matter are those 

on the surface. Veins, patches and other external characteristics can increase or 

decrease the value of the stone depending on whether or not they are perceived as 

aesthetically pleasing. 

Guy 
NA 

Transparency (commercial) - transparency 
Translucent (rare) to opaque 

Deposits -

types of rocks 

Turquoise is classified as a mineral of secondary genesis because it originates from the 

circulation of mineral-based solutions that can be found mainly within sedimentary 

volcanic rocks and sandstones which, in general, are characterized by the presence of 

numerous fractures. 

It is formed by the action of the percolation of water in aquifers in aluminous rocks where 

copper (zinc and aluminum) is present, as in the vicinity of copper deposits. 

Deposits are almost never deeper than 30 meters below the earth's surface. Turquoise 

takes its color from the metals in the soil in which it is formed. What determines the 

degree of blue is the amount of copper present. 

Age : about 30 million years 

Characteristic

s of rough 

stones 

Turquoise appears as botrioidal (grape-shaped) masses or nodules in the interstices and 

cracks and free rock. The matrix upon which it is created, the host rock, or mother rock. 

it can be composed of different elements such as pyrite, flint, quartz, cuprite and 

manganese oxide . The sought -after cobweb visible on some turquoise gemstones is 

made up of small nuggets naturally cemented together with the matrix. It is created 

from these other elements of the host rock. A black matrix is often composed of pyrite, 

with yellow to brown shadows due to the presence of iron oxide. Turquoise mines 

produce varying colors and matrices, each with its own characteristics. 

Main deposits The extraction of turquoise takes place mainly from secondary copper deposits, inside 

sedimentary aluminiferous rocks found in areas with a relatively arid climate. In its natural 

state, it can be found in the form of encrustations. The best quality turquoise is found in 

the Nishâpur Caves (Neyshabur), northwest of Maden, Khorassan province, northeastern 

Iran (formerly Persia). Deposits of turquoise are also found in: 

Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Iran (Nishapur), Chile, Chuquicamata, China 

(Hubei province, Yungaisi, Zhushan, Anhui, Tibet), Egypt, Wadi Maghara near the 

western border of the Sinai Peninsula, Kazakhstan, Israel, Mexico , Peru, Tanzania, Turkey, 

USA (Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Colorado), Uzbekistan. 

Year of 

discovery 

Middle Paleolithic (from 300,000 to 30,000 years ago): During the Middle and Upper 

Paleolithic, pearls were made of shell, bone, ivory, eggshell and, occasionally, of 

turquoise and other minerals . During the transition to agriculture in the Near East, stone, 

especially green stone, was first used to make beads and pendants. We observed that 

a large variety of green-colored minerals were sought, including apatite , various 

copper-containing minerals, amazonite and serpentinite . Since beads in white, red, 

yellow, brown and black were previously used, some researchers suggest that the 

presence of green beads is directly related to the onset of agriculture . Green beads 

and raw beads were used as amulets to ward off the evil eye and to propitiate fertility . 

Significant specimens have been recovered from Middle Paleolithic sites of the Skhul 

cave in Israel dating back to ≈110,000 years ago; Qafzeh Cave, Israel, 92,000 years ago; 

Grotte des Pigeons, Morocco, 82,000 years ago; and Blombos Cave, South Africa, 

≈77,000 years ago. In all the sites studied so far there were pearls of white and red 

limestone, quartzite, ocher, basalt and clay, as well as shells. Most of the sites also 

contained apatite, fluorapatite, malachite, chrysocolla, turquoise , amazonite and 

serpentinite beads. The sources of chrysocolla and malachite were found in the copper 

mine areas of Faynan or Timna , while the turquoise was probably obtained from the 

Sinai copper mines near Serabit el Khadem . The closest source of the Amazonite was 

Wadi Tbeik in Saudi Arabia, 150 km south of Jebel Arqa. 

History China 



Turquoise was probably first exploited in China around 7000 BC . Excavation data shows 

that it was found mainly at sites along the Yellow River . From the Neolithic to the Erlitou 

culture period , the most common material used for ornaments was turquoise, but after 

the First Shang Dynasty, the main material changed to tremolite (jade-nephrite). An 

example of a relic from the Erlitou culture is a dragon-shaped object measuring 70.2 cm 

in length. Its body contains more than 2000 pieces of inlaid turquoise of various shapes. 

The largest number of turquoise objects were found in the 1. Jiahu sites of the Peiligang 

culture (7000-5000 BC, 2. in the Xiawanggang one, of the Yangshao culture (5000-3000 

BC) and in the 3. Erlitou of the culture The chemical composition of the turquoise objects 

was the same in Jiahu and Xiawanggang . 

Archaeological evidence of the earliest use of turquoise ornaments comes from the 

Peiligang culture . Turquoise pendants of different shapes have been unearthed from 5 

sites, mostly tombs (68 artifacts) of Peiligang in the middle of Henan province. 

In the contexts of the Middle Yangshao period (Longgangsi site, total of 77 pieces from 

30 tombs, c. 5000-4000 BC), circular, trapezoidal, square or rectangular objects have 

been found which usually were made into pendants or earrings. A of turquoise was 

recovered from this site (Shaanxi Kaogusuo 1990). Finally, in a large cemetery at the 

Xiawanggang site , located south of the Han River in Henan province, only 2 turquoise 

earrings were found. 

Turquoise was also found in the upper part of the Yellow River in the Gansu-Qinghai-

Ningxia region. Many ornaments (bracelet necklaces) in this material have been 

unearthed from the sites of the Majiayao Ke culture (3300-2000 BC, Liuwan in Qinghai 

province, as well as sites of the Banshan (257 tombs, 2900–2350 BC) and Machang 5 ( 872 

tombs, 2335-2035 BC), tombs associated with the Qijia culture (2200-1600 BC) and the 

Xindian Culture (1300-1000 BC)). 

Turquoise inlay on ceramic objects appears from the Qijia period (a total of 141 

ornaments were found in the tombs, including necklaces for 11 women objects in the 

mouths of men and women buried there) .  
From later Siba puth culture sites (1800-1300 BC), an orange pottery with turquoise inlay 

on the orange background was recovered which creates a very bright decorative 

effect. Further north this gem appears, with inlaid motifs, in Neolithic sites in the province 

of Shandong . In the Wangyin cemetery, belonging to the Dawenkou culture (4200-2400 

BC), 18 turquoise pendants and 2 bone bracelets were found. These bone bracelets 

were not assembled using a black rubber adhesive like those belonging to the 

civilizations born around the Yellow River, 

Another culture that made use of this material was that of Taosi (2500–1900 BC), settled 

in the area of today's Shanxi province. To it belonged the three bracelets with turquoise 

inlay on the wrists of deceased people recovered from the Xiajin cemetery. 

Another important place is the mining deposit of Hekou,河口 , an ancient turquoise 

mining site, located in Luonan 洛南 county, in the south-east of Shannxi. It consists of ten 

caves created by mining and a slope of debris that included pottery shards, stone 

hammers, stone pebbles, millstones, lamp-like stone objects , turquoise nodules, and 

bone and wood artifacts. Dendrochronology has provided a range of dates from 2030 

to 500 BC , suggesting that the exploitation of turquoise at this site dates back to the late 

Neolithic and continued until the so-called Spring and Winter period. 

Most of the stone tools discovered at the site are hammers, most commonly cylindrical 

in shape with grooves around the center for the handle. These have signs of wear on 

both ends, suggesting these were the primary tools used to mine the turquoise . 

Egypt 

Archaeological excavations have revealed that the rulers of ancient Egypt adorned 

themselves with turquoise jewels more than 5,000 years ago . It is well documented that 

the Egyptian queen Zur (or Zer), wife of the second ruler of the first dynasty. 

Native ancient Egyptians, called Monitu, on the Sinai Peninsula dived deep into echoing 

chasms in search of a lightly matrix-tainted flash of blue. The Monitu collected, cut, 

modeled and polished pieces of Sinai turquoise by hand and placed them in necklaces, 

tombs and sarcophagi or used them in other ornamental objects. Turquoise was also 

carved into tiny beetle "beads" that could be strung together or stored as individual 

pieces. Scarabs had particular significance to the ancient Egyptians as they symbolized 

life and rebirth. The precious veins of turquoise from the mines of Serabit el-Khadim and 

Wadi Maghareh produced breathtaking stone specimens as early as 3000 BC It is 

believed that the Wadi Maghareh it was only 2.5 miles from an ancient temple 

dedicated to the Egyptian goddess Hathor . Hathor was also known as the goddess of 



the turquoise sky , beauty, joy, motherhood, fertility and ultimately mining . It is therefore 

fitting that the temple of Hathor was so close to the mines that produced the precious, 

slightly dark blue gem. The region is still referred to in Arabic with two names: Ar ḍ ul-

Fairūz or "the land of turquoise " and Mafkat, the "land of green minerals". Turquoise was 

referred to as the "people's precious stone" in ancient Egyptian culture. 

Some of the most striking examples of jewelry using turquoise in ancient Egypt can be 

seen in the large and elaborate collars (up to 20cm wide, from the base of the neck to 

the chest) that some pharaohs wore for ceremonies and other special occasions. Often, 

these expansive ornamental masterpieces were often divided into adjacent "boards" 

that were meticulously woven with beads of turquoise, tiger's eye, carnelian and lapis 

lazuli. The intricate beadwork on these collars rivals that of Native American Zuni squash 

flower necklaces. Cleopatra (Clĕŏpătra Thĕa Philopătōr VII; 70/69 BC - 30 BC) is said to 

have wore elaborate headdresses set with turquoise , carnelian and topped with a 

fascinating snake diadem. If that wasn't enough, the turquoise has also been crushed 

into a fine powder and used as an eyeshadow as a way to match and complement 

elaborate turquoise jewelry. The ancient Egyptians believed that turquoise protected 

the wearer. She had a deeply maternal aura that matched well with motherhood , 

fertility and maternal warmth. Perhaps because supply did not meet demand or 

because cheaper products became necessary, an ancient imitation of turquoise was 

used in some ornaments. The first imitations used were colored varieties of softer 

soapstone . 

 

Bible 

According to the Bible, the first gem listed in the second row of the High Priest's cuirass 

(Exodus 28:18) may be turquoise. The word for the gem in this position is nophek . There 

is a possibility that this stone corresponded to a very different gem: the red garnet. 

However, according to the ten biblical versions used for comparison purposes, nophek 

should be turquoise. These same six biblical translations also translate that the nophek, 

referred to as the eighth stone that adorned the symbolic king of Tire (Ezekiel 28:13), also 

represented fallen Lucifer. This term appears 9 times in total : 

Exodus 28:18 - the second row, a turquoise , a sapphire and a diamond; 

Exodus 28:20 - and the fourth row [is] a turquoise and an onyx and a jasper. Their settings 

will be intertwined [with] gold. 

Exodus 39:11 - the second row, a turquoise , a sapphire and a diamond; 

Exodus 39:13 - and the fourth row [was] a turquoise , an onyx and a jasper. [They were] 

set [with] gold filigree frames in their frames. 

Chronicles 29: 2 - So I have provided for the house of my God according to all my 

strength, gold for gold things, silver for silver things, bronze for bronze things, iron for iron 

things and wood for wooden things, [along with] an abundance of onyx stones, setting 

stones, turquoise stones and variegated stones, and all [kinds of] precious stones and 

alabaster stones. 

Ezekiel 10: 9 - And I saw, and looked, four wheels beside the cherubs, {a wheel beside 

each cherub}, and the appearance of the wheels [was] like [the appearance] of the 

{ turquoise stone }. 

Ezekiel 27:16 - Aram was your business partner thanks to your many products. They have 

traded turquoise , purple and embroidered cloth, fine linen, coral and rubies for your 

merchandise. 

Ezekiel 28:13 You were in Eden, the garden of God. Every type of precious stone covered 

you: carnelian, topaz and diamond, beryl, onyx and jasper, sapphire, turquoise and 

emerald. Your frames and settings were of gold; they were prepared the day you were 

created. 

Daniel 10: 6 - Now his body [was] like turquoise , and his face [was] like [the appearance] 

of lightning, and his eyes [were] like torches of fire, and his arms and his legs [were] like 

[the] glint of polished bronze, and the sound of his words [was] like [the] sound of a 

multitude. 

Himalaya 

Turquoise is thought to have been an important religious stone for Tibetans and has been 

mined and used since 1000 BC . or earlier. Nepalese, Tibetans and other Himalayan 

peoples appreciate this gem for its powers. For Tibetans, it is seen as the heavenly stone, 

brought to earth from the heavens above. Tibetan children are always given a piece of 

turquoise as it is believed to prevent them from falling (important factor in some high 

mountain villages). Tibetan turquoise is extracted from 4 distinct locations, one around 



the capital, Lhasa and the other three are Ngari-Khorsum, Draya and Derge. These Asian 

peoples treat their gems as if they have their own personality , with affection and as if 

they are alive. Jewelery is revered as if it were part of the family and an important part 

of everyday life. Turquoise is also listed in several Sanskrit texts as having medicinal 

properties. 

Americas 

In South America , turquoise was used by the Incas and in Mesoamerica by the Aztecs 

(14th-16th centuries) and the Maya (2000 BC - 1700 AD). Like gold, quartz, malachite, 

jadeite, coral and mother-of-pearl, the Aztecs inlaid ritual objects with turquoise such as 

knives, warrior shields, royal crowns and masks (human skulls often used as the basis for 

the quest. last. Yes that " Chalchihuitl " (Goddess of Heaven) cried tears that turned into 

stone (turquoise). the Aztecs considered it more precious than emeralds (but less than 

jadeite). Another supreme being linked to the stone was the God of Fire , called 

Xiuhtecuhtl (which meant Master of the Turquoise). The celestial turquoise often 

symbolized the sky, a kind of connective element between the solar fire and the earth. 

Its representation was the "turquoise snake" (Shiukoatl) and the Aztec emperor was seen 

as his incarnation on Earth. The extraction of turquoise, according to some scholars, 

dates back to about 500 BC . The earliest known deposit was located in the Veracruz 

area in the Gulf of Mexico (today not a g particularly productive food). 

However, there are doubts about the interpretation of the written testimonies. Part of the 

problem stems from how different languages defined blue and green. In Aztec, the most 

precious stone was "green", but much of the turquoise recovered in Mexico is clearly 

"blue". The dilemma has not, for now, found a conclusive resolution. 

In many Mesoamerican civilizations, turquoise symbolized health, prosperity and was 

also an important sign of love. It was almost always placed in the graves of the chiefs. 

For example, an exquisitely carved and inlaid turquoise snake was found among the 

treasures of Montezuma (1466-1520). The Maya mainly used nephrite and jadeite for 

small sculptures, but sometimes also other materials such as quartz (rock crystal), 

obsidian, slate, alabaster, mica, iron pyrite and other minerals. From the topaz crystals 

they obtained both sticks to insert into the cartilage of the nose, as decoration, as well 

as beads and mosaics ". 

The earliest known turquoise, dating from around 700 to 650 BC, is associated with the 

South American Cupisnique culture , in the middle pre-classical valley of Mexico, from. 

The oldest well-documented evidence of turquoise in the United States comes from the 

ruins of Snaketown, in southeastern Arizona, and dates back to before 300 AD. 

In North America , in Pueblo Bonito (Chaco Canyon in New Mexico , USA), 500,000 

pieces of turquoise, beaded or pendant have been found. or earrings of different 

shapes (rabbit, bird, insect or boot.), dating back to the 8th century AD For the Anasazi 

population (7th-14th century AD), who lived in that area, turquoise was used as a 

currency , that is, in addition to having an ornamental function, it was worth as money. 

Particularly interesting is a turquoise basket: a cylindrical container 8 cm in diameter and 

15 cm long made of thin pieces and rubber covered with 1214 small turquoise pieces . 

These pieces were so close to each other that they formed a mosaic that completely 

covered the basket. 

Among the treasures of Moctezuma II (1466-1520), ninth Aztec emperor, who reigned at 

the beginning of the period of conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards, was a Two-Headed 

Serpent carved in turquoise . This Aztec sculpture, preserved in the British Museum was 

composed mainly of turquoise tiles, with some pieces of thorny oyster shell and other 

conch shells, applied on a wooden base. It is one of 9 mosaics (of 25 pieces belonging 

to that period throughout Europe) of similar material in the British Museum. The artifact 

was probably worn or displayed during religious ceremonies and was possibly donated 

by Montezuma II to one of the Spanish conquistadors, Hernán Cortés , who invaded the 

continent in 1519. 

From the 16th century, for the Pueblo society (in today's southwestern USA), turquoise 

also served as a form of currency. When a Pueblo farmer was able to create surplus 

food, he invested his leftover assets in turquoise to avoid theft by other members of the 

community. The acquired turquoise could then be worn, used as grave goods, given as 

an offering or exchanged for another object. 

At one point, between 1600 and 1850, the pueblos combined the direct extraction of 

turquoise with the collection of stone from old mining dumps (created by European 

settlers). However, around 1880, European settlers also began to appreciate the 

turquoise of New Mexico, for the first time in 300 years of presence on the territory. 



This change led to an increase in the prices of the gem. By this time, even the ancient 

Persian mines had stopped supplying large quantities of this precious material. 

Cerrillos turquoise and other varieties from deposits in the southwestern United States 

began to be promoted as equivalent, in terms of quality, to those of the Middle East. The 

acceptance of Cerrillos turquoise (see below) as a gemstone in 1889 raised its price to 

such a level that its extraction became profitable enough to push for more mining. 
Contrary to a myth from the 1800s, according to which the Pueblo Indians were afraid 

to enter the mines, there is evidence of natives of Santo Domingo and Cochiti Pueblo 

who went to the hills of Cerrillos to extract the gem. 

A few years later, according to a more or less official version, a man named Atsidi Sani 

or "Old Smith", Atsidi Chon or "Ugly Smith" was the first Navajo blacksmith, having learned 

goldsmithing from a Mexican silversmith in the beginning . of 1900 , to incorporate 

turquoise in his silver creations . This unique style of Navajo turquoise jewelry opened the 

door to a whole new world of design. Atsidi taught the art of goldsmithing to the Zuni. 

The silver and turquoise jewelry found today in parts of the southwestern United States is 

the result of this heritage. 

 

Name : Masculine (color) and feminine (gem) nouns . From the old French (pierre) 

turqueise or turquoise (Turkish (stone)), because it originates from the lands "of the Turks" 

(the best known deposits were those of Iran); the term was probably introduced around 

the fourteenth century . The name derives from the Turkish trade route along which these 

stones traveled to reach Europe in ancient times. French influence prevailed and even 

in Turkish (language), turquoise (stone) is called turkuaz. 

Most of the gem material labeled "turquoise" is not homogeneous and that planerite is 

the most common constituent in commercial "turquoise". 

Turquoise (color) refers to a typical shade of blue-green and derives from the typical 

pigmentation of the stone, from which it has assimilated its name. Sometimes the terms 

turkish, turquoise and blue can be confused. 

Until the thirteenth century, this gem was known by the name of calläis , which means 

“beautiful gem”, a term of Greek origin, from kalláïnos , passed for callaina (Latin). 

Europe 
From 1400 to early 1900 , European rulers replaced turquoise as a December birthstone 

with ruby. Perhaps because they could not decide where to leave the blue gem, the 

Europeans indicated it as a secondary in 2 close months: June and July. In 1912, 

however, a US council restored it as a birthstone for December, a tradition that still 

remains today. 
 

Trade names : skystone / sky stone, 

Piroozeh : Piroozeh is the traditional Persian name for turquoise and its Arabic variant, 

Firoozeh , was recently chosen as a toponym for a town near Neyshabour,  

Celestial stone - term sometimes applied to turquoise, especially in the market 

vernacular. 

Blue gold - designation given by the Wall Street Journal. Turquoise nuggets - term 

sometimes given in the market to small masses of pebbles that have been dropped. 

Edisonite - mottled blue turquoise 

Aztec stone: term applied to many different gems, including green turquoise. 

Inca Stone - old name given to a composite of turquoise and copper made in Globe 

[Arizona]. 

Eggshell Turquoise - Turquoise matrix with an appearance outlined by the matrix 

materials. 

Johnite - a scaly, highly vitreous-looking turquoise. 

Agap (h) ite - Persian turquoise with a glassy appearance. 

Turquoise Mashed - name from an important deposit in northwestern Iran, about fifty 

kilometers east of Nishapur. 

Persian Turquoise - premium quality blue turquoise from Persia / Iran or other locations as 

well. 

Egyptian Turquoise - market term given to bluish green and / or yellowish stones, whose 

colors make them undesirable. This designation is often applied to certain types of gems, 

regardless of their geographical origin. 

Eastern turquoise - name apparently used to distinguish true turquoise from western 

turquoise, which is vivianite . 



American / Mexican Turquoise - commercially applied to pale to greenish turquoise, 

commonly porous, regardless of its geographic origin. 

Sea foam - a descriptive name so to speak given to gnarled, polished / tumbled nuggets 

but not shaped except for the flattening of one of their surfaces to facilitate assembly. 

Back of tortoise - name sometimes given to the matrix, typically black has a spider web 

or tortoiseshell pattern. 

Cobweb Turquoise - Turquoise matrix consisting of small nuggets within a matrix, the 

overall appearance of which resembles a spider's web filled with blue pieces of 

turquoise. 

Turquoise spider web matrix - Turquoise matrix in which the matrix has a spider web-like 

pattern. 

Turquoise rock - rock that includes mottled turquoise. 

New rock turquoise - tends to fade relatively quickly. 

Antique Rock Turquoise - for high quality light blue Iranian Turquoise. 

White buffalo stone - name applied to a white material, marketed as cabochon 

gemstones, which is an albino turquoise so to speak. It is said to have been mined near 

Tonopah, Nevada. 

Turquoise "Eljen " - a term recently applied on the market to polymer-impregnated 

turquoise. 

Turkey / Turkish stone - a misnomer, outdated. 

 

 

 
Variety depending on the location : 
Eilat Stone - A blue-greenish mixture of turquoise , chrysocolla and malachite or other 

copper minerals, which is mined from copper mines near Eilat, Israel. 

US turquoise 

Navajo - Turquoise from South West America with brown or black veins. Turquoise can 

be found in various locations across the United States as there are many spots in different 

areas: Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico and Nevada are the richest (or were 

the richest) mines in the country and are also the ones in there are numerous Navajo 

reservations here. What characterizes American turquoise is its color, which is a deep 

blue, with or without a matrix. 

 

Kingman / - a particular type of turquoise from the Mineral Park mine near Kingman, 

Arizona, where there are turquoise stones in various shades of blue, but with a reddish-

brown matrix, characteristic only of the stones extracted from this mine. 

 

Bisbee, from the mine of the same name, in Arizona , south of Tucson, very close to the 

Los Campitos (Sonora) deposit in Mexico. This rare stone is found in numerous shades of 

striking blue, with the highest quality stones having an almost royal blue hue with a 

brownish-red matrix. 

 

" Sleeping Beauty" is considered the finest quality and its mine, Globe, Arizona , is one of 

the most important mines in the world. A further element that defines its uniqueness is its 

natural compactness and purity, which gives the material a high quality value and 

increases its market demand. Usually, the darker the color, the rarer the stone. However, 

the natural color of Sleeping Beauty's turquoise is not a dark blue, but a beautiful and 

pure shade of sky blue. The stone owes its name to the conformation of the mountains 

where it is extracted, reminiscent of a woman lying on her back. First discovered by 

Native Americans during the Anasazi period, it quickly became a key material in local 

North American jewelry, where it can be found in the form of cabochons. Currently this 

variety of turquoise is internationally appreciated for the brightness of its blue color and 

the absence of the black matrix. 



 

Blue Gem - this stone definitely catches our attention. Defined as "any pale turquoise 

with a heavy black matrix", this stone draws attention for its blue and black contrast. 

  

Castle Dome - The Castle Dome mine, near Globe, Arizona , is no longer operational, 

but its stones can still be found in the market, although they are rare. Known for its sky 

blue hue on matrix in shades from light brown to gold. 

 

Morenci - From the mine of the same name in Arizona , it is known as " busy turquoise", 

with a showy pyrite matrix . 

 

Cripple Creek - originally found as a byproduct of gold mining in Cripple Creek, 

Colorado , this turquoise generally ranges from blue to light green and rarely, and 

spectacularly, has a gold matrix . 

 

King's Manassa - King's Manassa mine in Colorado has been used by Native Americans 

for centuries, but is now closed. Manassa turquoise is known for its wide range of colors, 

from emerald green to sky blue, which generally includes a golden-brown matrix . 

 

Blue Diamond / Blue Diamond : Made in the Blue Diamond mine in Nevada , this is a 

super rare turquoise, tending to be dark and slightly above average hardness (hence 

the name). 

 

Pilot Mountain - from the Pilot Muntain mine in Nevada . it could also be defined as classic 

turquoise, although it tends to be more green than blue. 

 

Fox - from what was once the largest deposit in Nevada (still in production, but to a lesser 

extent today), these stones are known for their green hues, but can also offer some 

gorgeous shades of pale blue (baby blue). 

 

Godber - from the mine of the same name, located in Auston, Nevada , which produced 

famous gems, exhibited in the film "The Ten Commandments". shot over the years. Its 

colors range from medium blue to dark blue, with accents made from black flecks and 

stripes that create a veiled and mysterious look. 

 

Number 8 - the deposit is located in Calin, Nevada, on the western side of the Tuscarora 

mountain range, and was mainly dedicated to the extraction of gold and copper 

(today it is closed). At its peak, miners found huge lumps, including one that weighed 70 

kg! turquoise number 8 is famous for its black, red-gold and brown spider web matrix 

with the unique bright blue background. 

 

Nevada Blue / Nevada Blue - became famous in the 1970s due to extensive use by many 

famous Native American jewelers, in particular, Charles Loloma and Lee Yazzie. Jim 

Watts discovered this deposit in 1901. The color of Nevada Blue varies from sky blue to a 

rich dark blue with a reddish brown or sometimes black spider web. 

 

Royston - named after the Royston mining area near Tonopah, Nevada and is known for 

its blend of blue, green and brown, which is simultaneously reminiscent of the desert, 

space nebulae and galaxies. 

 

Ajax - the mine of the same name, located in the Candelaria Hills in Esmerelda, Nevada , 

produces some of the two-tone blue-green pieces. Some of the highest quality stones 

range from a deep moss green to a delicate blue within a few centimeters. 

 

Dry Creek - from the fields of the same name, near Austin (near the Lander fields), 

Nevada. One of the lightest blue turquoise: this stone has only a small trace of pigment, 

embellished with a light brown, golden or orange matrix. 

 

Lander Blue / lander blue - from the mine of the same name in Nevada, it is a heavy 

variety in the part occupied by the matrix, and therefore mainly black but with blue 

accents, sought after for its appearance. 

 



New Lander - while Lander stones tend to be bright blue with a heavy black matrix, New 

Lander ones can be green - and even yellow or orange. 

 

Lone Mountain - from the mine of the same name in Nevada, they resemble those called 

Sleeping Beauty , but are characterized by small specks that enhance the matrix of the 

stone. 

 

Turquoise from Lake Carico - green and non-blue turquoise, with pastel shades and light 

brown matrix with frequent punctuation. Found in the Carico Lake Mine, Nevada. 

 

Cerrillos - A mine in use for centuries, the Cerrillos mine is located just ten miles from Santa 

Fe, New Mexico . Although it produces stones that range across the full spectrum of 

turquoise, it is best known for deep forest green specimens with a brown matrix. Cerrillos 

turquoise also holds a special place in Native American history. 

Rest of the world 

 

Persian Turquoise - High quality Iranian Turquoise which tends to be pure blue in color. 
Characterized by a particular hardness, it can be divided into three categories based 

on its quality: Angushtari , the most precious, with a bright blue color and without or very 

little matrix, sometimes confused with the American variant, the Sleeping Beauty ; 

Barkhaneh , of good quality but slightly covered in "cobwebs"; Arabs, the third quality 

which has white spots and shades of color. 

Mexican Turquoise - There are several turquoise mines in Mexico, but the best known is 

Los Campitos Cananea (in the northern province of Sonora). The variety extracted from 

this deposit is usually bright and intense in color, often considered the "darker twin" of the 

more famous Sleeping Beauty . Despite this, Mexican turquoise can have both shades 

from light blue to medium blue and green-blue; sometimes it is also possible to find the 

so-called “spider's web”, a stone with an intense blue color and thin black and brown 

lines that resembles a spider's web. 

 

Chinese Turquoise - Mined mainly in the mines of the Hubei and Anhui regions, it is a 

more green hue, with a blend of blue and yellow. It is usually treated with paraffin wax 

on its outer layers. A variety of this turquoise is the “chalk” turquoise, white, porous and, 

as the name implies, chalky due to the absence of copper and that is why it is usually 

stabilized and artificially colored in blue or green tones. In China it is also possible to find 

a very rare variety of turquoise, which has a light yellow color mixed with a little green. 

 

Tibetan Turquoise - Among the four Tibetan sites for the extraction of turquoise, the best 

known is in Lhasa , in the Himalayan area. The unique underground conditions of the 

Himalayan mountain range give the stone a more blue-green color than other turquoise 

stones . 

 

Colline d'oro / Golden Hills - from the Golden Hills (from the ltyn-Tyube mine) of 

Kazakhstan, blue in color with lavender undertones and a matrix ranging from intense 

lavender to reds and browns. The mine was discovered in 2013 and only since 2018 has 

it found international fame. According to research, Golden Hill turquoise is the purest, 

chemically speaking, on the market. It should also be noted that its color is one of the 

brightest in the world and its consistency / hardness is also excellent. 

Properties 

attributed 

In 1647, Anselmus de Boot (1550-1632) published one of the most influential 

mineralogical texts ever written, the Gemmarum et Lapidum Historia. In this important 

opus, de Boodt described some 600 minerals and provided information on their 

properties, including their occult and medical applications. In the case of the turquoise, 

he believed that no gentleman was considered well dressed without one, and of his 

occult virtues he wrote: 

“It is believed against falls, which everyone believes takes upon itself so that the wearer 

escapes injured, a property beyond the reach of reason. I can solemnly affirm that I 

always wear one set in a ring whose property I can never admire enough. " However, in 

another passage he denied himself by asserting: "Its wonderful virtue in the case of a fall 

(if it really comes from it) I have experienced myself ... I am convinced that of course this 

precious stone cannot prevent the accident from being harmful, nor draw evil upon 

oneself. It is therefore necessary to attribute these results to an occult agent, that is, to 

good and bad spirits (God wills and allows it), as I explained in the chapter on the forces 



of precious stones. At least I can certainly say (which does not attribute power to 

precious stones, as is commonly done) that I have never believed, nor do I now believe, 

that such a thing ever happens naturally to turquoise. Furthermore, De Boodt mentions 

other properties of the gem: that the turquoise strengthens the sight and spirit of the 

wearer; but the main praise of him is 

“The color change also happens naturally. Since this gemstone is not perfectly hard, it 

can easily take on a fine, pale or ugly color by absorbing the vapors and fumes that 

perpetually transpire from the pores of the skin. However, if it loses its color and beauty 

when its owner dies, and appears to be doing a diabolical job pitying its fate, then this 

is a circumstance that surpasses every human reason and is a matter of metaphysics, as 

I mentioned in the case of falls and accidents. ". 

The author, a native of Bruges, added other notes on the alleged properties of the stone: 

 “Some believe that turquoise acts as a clock and sounds the time of day if held 

suspended by a thin thread of the thumb and middle finger between the walls of a glass. 

It is admirable that this is the belief of vain and inexperienced people in the nature of 

things. In fact, however, the stone is governed by the hand, and the hand by the 

imagination of the individual, and this happens with each stroke, until the true number 

of hours is struck; the hand is in accord with the imagination and gives the stone an 

imperceptible movement, until the number of strokes and pulsations is complete. The 

hours are not instituted by nature, but by man; and they are different in different 

countries. Now, how can a stone know that man has arranged such things if he has no 

mind? Furthermore, how can he, without being invested with knowledge, adapt to 

different countries, which count the hours differently? " 

De Boodt concluded by mentioning some advantages of carrying the stone: 

«Then say goodbye to the impostures of the vain and enchanters! However, turquoise is 

to be commended, because if worn it relieves and prevents pain in the eyes and 

testicles; it serves to stop enmity in some and reconciles the love of man and woman. " 

Turquoise is the only precious stone that has a color that bears its name. In the myths of 

many native North American tribes ( Navajo, Apache, Hopi and Pueblo among others), 

turquoise is commonly mentioned. These frequent mentions attest to the prominence of 

this blue gem for the protection of body and soul, a symbol of celestial purity. In Navajo 

legends we speak of "precious turquoise baskets", amulets composed of one shell 

covered with black tar inlaid with turquoise and garnet in the shape of a toad, a sacred 

emblem to the Zuni people , represents an important testimony that attests to the use of 

this gem in the area corresponding to the current state of Arizona. The Hopi believed 

that the Earth was freed from the water that covered it only thanks to the turquoise. They 

thought it could also hold back the floods. According to their myths, this gem was 

created from lizard droppings . Hopi miners collected pieces of turquoise with pieces of 

the matrix believing that they would help them break up the rock faster, while shielding 

them from possible injury. The Zuni carved turquoise amulets and decorated with them 

figurines of idols made of limestone. A cornmeal blend, embellished with a little of this 

blue stone and placed in a ritual bowl inlaid with turquoise was used for ritual offerings. 

The blue turquoise was considered masculine and symbolized the sky, while the green 

one was feminine and symbolized the earth. The Pima tribe believed that this mineral 

gives strength and helps cure all diseases. For the Acoma , the supreme Creator, Iatiku, 

taught people to use obsidian as a knife to make sacred beads with turquoise and shells. 

These made, according to this people, the person attractive and loved. The Apaches 

believed that when you reached the end of the rainbow, after a storm, you could see 

turquoise in the damp ground. This stone, when tied to the tip of an arrow, made every 

hunter invincible, helping him to always hit his target. Different tribes finely decorated 

their wedding belts with turquoise which symbolized the couple's future happy life. This 

tradition has survived, in some places, to the present day. The dream catchers (first 

made by the Ojibwe, once settled in today's state of Michigan and on the northern 

shores of Lake Superior and Lake Huron, (improperly called Chippewa by whites), now 

popular with many North American tribes, are often decorated with a spider-shaped 

piece of turquoise sitting on his canvas. This symbol was used to protect children from 

their bad dreams. The Ojibwe worshiped the figure of the spider woman 'Asibikaashi', 

who had the power to restore the sun to people when it disappeared. 

Navajo shepherds wore turquoise beads as protection against storms. When they 

prayed to the god of rain and the spirits of the wind, they threw turquoise into the water 

or into the air. This gesture was done because they believed that the wind, when it 

howled loudly, did so because it was looking for this stone. By throwing it into the air, they 



could appease her spirit. They also believed that with the help of a turquoise stick, water 

could be found in the desert. The Navajo goddess Estsanatlehi (her other names were 

Changing Woman or Turquoise Woman ) appeared before the first people as an 

anthropomorphic drop (human-like), or in the form of a female figurine, in turquoise . 

She became the wife of the Sun and had twins from him, Monster Slayer and Born for 

Water, who later became heroes of Navajo culture. This gem was seen as the symbol of 

creation, protection and prolificacy, representative of the early Navajo clans. It was 

used in numerous sacred ceremonies (in that of initiation for girls, for example), Some of 

these rites are still held today, 

Turquoise was also important in the figure of Estsanatlehi , the deity of nature and 

change, belonging to the Apache and Navajo religious cult . The name of the goddess 

means: "Woman who renews herself", "Woman of the shell". The goddess contributed, 

according to Navajo mythology, to the creation of heaven and earth. In his myth, 

turquoise is mentioned many times: in the beginning the goddess and the stone are the 

same thing; later Estsanatlehi lives in a turquoise house west of the horizon; she wears 

turquoise and shell jewelry (similar to those worn by Navajo girls during the initiation 

ceremony). She had two rods / sticks on which she rests, one in turquoise and one in 

white shell (according to some versions of the myth she is also called Donna Conchiglia 

Bianca, in others they are two sisters). Estsanatlehi represented the changing seasons of 

the earth and the resulting changes in people's lives. She was often depicted as an 

attractive young Native American woman. Her dress changed color as the seasons 

changed. Native Americans believed it was helpful to turn to Estsanatlehi when they 

needed to feel younger and wanted to renew themselves. The goddess could show 

them ways to find themselves and enjoy the gifts of the earth. They honored Estsanatlehi 

with turquoise and its symbols of renewal: circles, rainbows and mountains. 

Many of the exquisite turquoise jewelry of the American Indians is made today by Navajo 

silversmiths, probably in part due to the great role of this goddess not only in mythology, 

but also in today's life of the tribe. This heritage is also reflected in the toponymy: Mount 

Taylor, one of the 4 sacred mountains for, (where in their mythology the Turquoise Boy 

and Girl, or Turquoise Boy and Turquoise Girl live) , is called, by the Navajo and by the 

various neighboring tribes , "Turquoise Mountain" or Turquoise mountain. 

It is also believed to offer protection and is useful for career and travel , to facilitate 

leadership and for clear communication. Physically, turquoise is thought to relieve 

migraines and benefit the brain, eyes, ears, neck, lungs and throat. It is linked to feelings 

of peace and balance , especially the balance between man and woman , male and 

female. In traditional Hindu belief systems , turquoise is associated with the cleansing of 

the Ajna , or third eye chakra, and the Vishuddha, or throat chakra. Ajna is connected 

with the pineal gland, the pituitary gland, responsible, according to some, for intuition 

and intellect. Vishuddha is related to purification, wisdom, verbal communication, ears, 

neck and throat. 

In feng shui, turquoise carries the energy of water. 

Today this is the national stone of Iran, but also the birthstone of Russia and Poland. 

Planet: Jupiter 

Month: December (official)  Zodiac sign: Sagittarius (Scorpio and Pisces) 

Chakra:  Throat (communication) 

Treatments It is practically axiomatic that turquoise should be treated if it is intended for jewelry. This 

form of alteration is applied as the stone comes into contact with the skin, sweat, hair 

sprays, perfumes, etc. Without a protective layer, over time, the gem tends to stain and 

lose its depth of color due to its relatively high porosity. According to a Native American 

legend , such treatments date back to ancient times when animal fat was used as a 

coating. In a Persian work of the thirteenth century (during the Ilkanate period, after the 

Mongol conquest) there is talk of applications of yak butter and how these would 

improve the color of poor quality turquoise. 

The porous nature of turquoise can allow for the absorption of oils and fluids that can 

discolor it over time. For this reason, it is sometimes impregnated with polymers , wax or 

plastic to enhance its color and harden the surface. The color of the turquoise is also 

enhanced with the use of oil or paraffin , dyes or copper salt . 

The stabilized turquoise 

Soft turquoise, of low quality, conventionally undergoes a stabilization process to 

enhance its hardness and color. During this process, the stone is put under pressure to 

absorb an epoxy or plastic filler transparent . This results in a harder gem that is suitable 

for use in jewelry. The stabilization process was first invented in the 1950s in Arizona . 



There are 3 levels of this type of intervention: 

Stabilization or strengthening : if the stone has holes or is highly porous, it is filled with 

epoxy resin which gives it a smoother surface and sometimes stabilizes or improves its 

color. 

This type of material must be sold at much lower prices than the natural one. 

Reconstitution or Gypsum : Turquoise fragments are crushed into powder form, which is 

then mixed with epoxy to create harder blocks that can then be cut. 

This type of material must be sold at a fraction of the price of the natural one. 

Block or imitation : synthetic material (colored plastic) or another stone (such as Howlite) 

are worked to make it look like authentic material, but without the presence of turquoise 

stone. 

This type of material must be sold at imitation prices. 

The Zacharia method 

Since the late 1980s, millions of carats of turquoise have been enhanced by a proprietary 

process called the Zacharia treatment . In 1988, in the Tucson show, gems appeared 

marketed under the name "turquoise treated with the Zacharia method" (named after 

its inventor). Laboratory tests, sponsored by the GIA and other gemological authorities 

showed that this process improved a turquoise's ability to take a good polish and 

sometimes the color of a stone. Through this treatment the porosity of the material is 

reduced, limiting its tendency to absorb external agents. The identification of this 

treatment is not always easy, the gems improved with this system show characteristics 

similar to those not altered (the first years it was practically impossible to distinguish one 

from the other and it is still not identifiable by standard gemological equipment), but it 

can be operated through chemical analysis (using EDXRF spectroscopy), as it contains 

significantly more potassium than its counterpart not altered by this method. 

Artificial coloring / dyeing can be applied to both natural and imitation stones. 

Synthetic 

counterpart 

There are many simulants on the market. Non-mineral imitations include plastic, ceramic 

and glass and can appear very realistic. 

Synthetic turquoise exists, with or without a matrix. In 1972 , the Pierre Gilson company 

put the best-known type on the market. Gilson 's turquoise recalls the finest Persian 

specimens. Technically it is not exactly a synthetic counterpart since its chemical 

composition is not the same as the natural one, which however is relatively variable. It is 

extremely uniform in color and texture and is available in cut stones or rough blocks. 

Under the microscope, this turquoise is made up of an aggregate of tiny spheres of 

uniform size, which allow it to be easily distinguished from the natural one. Natural stones 

have a smooth surface. Under magnification, the synthetic turquoise shows a mix of tiny 

blue spheres in a light-colored host medium that resembles the texture of " cream of 

wheat ". 

It can be 

confused with 

Turquoise is sometimes referred to as a cousin of lapis lazuli due to its similar appearance. 

Sometimes it mixes with malachite or chrysocolla , which results in a mottled blue and 

green appearance. Turquoise found in the United States contains iron rather than 

aluminum, so it is actually a mixture of turquoise and chalcosiderite . 

Turquoise is sometimes mistaken for variscite . However, variscite is typically greener. 

Chrysocolla can be confused with turquoise, but turquoise is harder and has a waxy or 

dull sheen, while chrysocolla tends to exhibit a vitreous sheen. 

In the past it was also imitated by odontolite , a mineral of organic origin used as an 

ornamental stone (in place of turquoise, of which it recalled both its appearance and 

color) It was made up of fragments of bones and fossil teeth transformed into apatite , 

then colored from vivianite . 

The original definition of " Turquenite ", used in the mineral and stone trade since the 

1970s, is a blue variety of Howlite or Magnesite artificially colored to resemble turquoise 

and sold as a (fake) gemstone, often in tumbled pieces. It is not suitable for carving 

(usually) as the dye does not penetrate deep into the stone. Confusingly, since 2004 the 

name has also been used by an American company (which patented the system but 

did not register the name) to denote any mineral that undergoes an " Eljen " process 

that hardens the stones. soft like turquoise and leads them to have more vibrant colors. 

Unlike the original "Turquenite", this "version is apparently suitable for carving and 

lapidary use, however it remains to be seen whether the earlier use of the name as a 

dyed howlite / magnesite material prevented the brand from being granted. 

Turquoiseite is another common imitation, but it is not real turquoise but its powder or 

paste. 



The most common imitation is obtained by dyeing chalcedony / jasper (opaque) or 

howlite . Turquoise powder is compressed and assembled to create solid gems. Other 

common simulants include glass, porcelain, plastic and "Viennese turquoise" (obtained 

with colored glass or with a very fine aluminum phosphate powder paste colored with 

copper salts). " Neolite " (or "Reese turquoise") and " Neo turquoise " are imitations on a 

dark matrix. 

Azurlite, azurcalcedonium or blue gumdrop - a name sometimes given to blue or 

greenish blue chalcedony, whose color is due to the chrysocolla scattered within it. Its 

attractive blue color can resemble high quality turquoise. Its greater hardness (even 

apparent on visual inspection) easily distinguishes it from turquoise. 

Bayerite (imitation of German turquoise), chemically the same as gibbsite and is a by-

product of the clay and aluminum industries. It often combines with an amorphous iron 

phosphate substrate that simulates the matrix. Both the appearance and the hardness 

are unlike those of natural turquoise. 

Blue colored aluminum phosphates from the copper oleate are compressed to form a 

material resembling turquoise. A microscope analysis can easily separate them from the 

turquoise. 

Bone material (also called Odontolite or French or Western turquoise ) - fossil bones, teeth 

or fangs of fossil animals, such as mammoths, naturally or artificially colored blue or 

greenish-blue from water iron phosphates (in some places recorded as the vivianite 

mineral ) and / or copper. This material, used in ancient times, was mentioned by the 

Hellenic botanist and scholar Theophrastus (about 315 BC). This material also has a 

distinctive appearance that is easily distinguishable from the original turquoise. 

Chinese Turquoise : A mixture of steatite, calcite and quartz that is dyed blue. It has a 

lower hardness than that of turquoise (the calcite component reacts if placed in 

contact with cold diluted hydrochloric acid]. 

Less convincing imitations: 

Amazonite - green microcline feldspar that doesn't look quite turquoise. 

Clay , tinted blue - When smelled, scratched surfaces have a clay / earthy smell. 

Chrysocolla quartz - blue to greenish blue chalcedony. It has a more translucent 

appearance and a higher hardness. 

Calcite plus a blue tinted plastic binder - [Calcite reacts with dilute hydrochloric acid; 

while the plastic emits a characteristic odor when heated, for example if it is touched 

with a hot needle]. 

Enamel - suitably colored ceramic material that was most widely available from the early 

1970s. Definitely different in appearance than turquoise. 

Faience - the appropriately colored majolica was used as an imitation of the turquoise 

beads, also in this case it is easy to separate (appearance, hardness). 

All reputable gemstone dealers declare any enhancement or treatment of these 

gemstones by informing buyers about synthetic or imitation materials. 

Indicative 

gemological 

tests 

Turquoise can be identified by its distinctive light blue, blue-green or apple green color 

and waxy to opaque sheen . Furthermore, a Mohs hardness of 5 to 6 can distinguish it 

from similar gemstones such as chrysocolla, variscite and smithsonite or from imitations 

and synthetic materials. 

One of the most effective tests is the verification of hardness . However, this is a 

destructive test, as it leaves small scratches on the sample. It is therefore to be avoided, 

especially for valuable stones, it can only be used to confirm an identification that has 

already occurred (in the case of an imitation of little value). Standard gemological tests 

are often ineffective in distinguishing between treated and untreated stones. Very often 

organic polymers are used and their identification is a challenge not easily faced with 

traditional gemological techniques. The application of infrared spectroscopy and 

analytical pyrolysis can reveal the true composition of various samples. While the first 

technique is particularly capable of differentiating between natural and synthetic 

specimens and identifying surface treatments such as waxes or polyurethane coatings, 

pyrolysis is particularly suitable for tracing not only surface coatings such as wax, 

polyurethane or (meth) acrylates, but also for identify the binders used in the pressing of 

mineral powders (eg formaldehyde melamine resins) or epoxy resins which are also used 

to impregnate porous, otherwise unstable, materials. The second technique is 

destructive and must be used with knowledge of the facts. 

Ordinary tests are often ineffective, none are conclusive and diagnostic. It may not be 

possible to distinguish with certainty high quality synthetic turquoise from geologically 

formed one. Non-destructive tests of the visible spectrum, microscopic examination and 



specific gravity are the most commonly used. Natural turquoise does not have a useful 

Raman signature, but if a sample (natural, synthetic or fake) has been impregnated with 

the polymer, this shows a distinguishable Raman imprint. 

Value (2021) High : 500 + $ / ct 

3 carat + 

Medium: 10 $ / ct 

1-3 carats 

Low: 0.5-1 $ / ct 

below the carat 

 In terms of value, uniformity and color saturation are the primary considerations. The 

ability of a turquoise to take a good polish without the need to add a stabilizing 

chemical material is also an important factor. 

Sometimes gems are sold by the piece rather than by the carat . 

Typical cut Turquoise is mainly cabochon cut for earrings, brooches, necklace pendants, bracelets, 

belts and rings. It can be shaped in oval or patterned shapes. As it is one of the softest 

gemstones, it is also carved into ornamental objects and used for inlays. Spherical beads 

of this material are popular for bracelets, earrings and necklaces, as well as tumbled 

pieces . 

Turquoise has a long history of use as a talisman or amulet, even today, it is still sometimes 

used in these forms. Large turquoise stones can be used to create bold designs, while 

splinters and small beads lend themselves well to more delicate designs. Its cool color 

makes it a perfect summer gem and turquoise jewelry can be crafted to suit any 

preference, from simple wire wraps or beaded pieces to intricate antique designs. Even 

big names, such as Cartier, have created cocktail pieces adorned with turquoise 

cabochons set with diamonds in yellow gold. Bulgari used it in inlays matched with 

contrasting colored gemstones and diamond accents, also in yellow gold. Turquoise 

can also be seen in men's jewelry such as rings and cufflinks and as an embellishment 

for men's accessories, such as leather belts, wallets etc. 

Famous stones The most important ancient turquoise are, without doubt, those set in the funerary 

reproduction of the face of the young pharaoh ( Nebkheperura) Tutankhamun (1341 BC 

– 1323 BC) . The mask, which lost over 10 kg, is inlaid with colored glass and precious 

stones, including lapis lazuli (the eye surrounds and the eyebrows), quartz (the eyes), 

obsidian (the pupils), carnelian, amazonite, turquoise and majolica . Its surface is 

covered with a very thin layer (about 30 nanometers) of two different gold alloys: one 

for the face and neck, of a lighter shade, of 18.4 carats and the other, of 22.5 carats, for 

the remaining part of the decorative object. 

Important pieces are exhibited in the British Museum . Numerous Mesoamerican works 

of art covered in turquoise mosaics, including a wooden ceremonial shield , a mask of 

the rain god and a two-headed serpent are part of the London institution's extensive 

collection. 

Across the ocean, in Washington DC, the Smithsonian offers a variety of turquoise 

artifacts including a bottle of Chinese snuff, a Navajo bracelet, and Empress Marie-

Louise's diadem, given to her by Napoleon as a gift from wedding. Originally, the latter 

was set with emeralds, which were changed to turquoise by Van Cleef & Arpels , who 

after buying the jewel in 1953 sold the emeralds and replaced them with turquoise. 

Maria Magdalena Philomena Juliana Johanna de Tornos y Steinhart, Duchess of 

Vendome, wore a turquoise diadem for her wedding to Prince Jean d'Orléans, Dauphin 

of France , Duke of Vendome, in 2009 in the Notre-Dame Cathedral in Senlis. 

In 2013 , a gold and turquoise ring that once belonged to writer Jane Austen was 

acquired by Kelly Clarkson . However, the jewel did not reach the hand of the American 

singer, as' a ban imposed by the British Minister of Culture prevented its export. The jewel 

was instead taken from a museum dedicated to the writer and the ring is now kept at 

Hampshire Jane Austen's House Museum. 

Golden ear ornament with a mosaic of winged runners in turquoise, sodalite and shell 

belonging to the Moche Culture, present in Peru , around 400-700 AD exhibited at the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

Turquoise jewelry has been seen adorning stars such as Salma Hayek, Heidi Klum, Scarlet 

Johansson, Megan Fox, Blake Lively, Sarah Jessica Parker and Eva Mendes. 

Record stones The largest specimen measures 1.03m long, 1.06m high and 26cm deep and weighs 

225kg . It is housed in the Shandong Tianyu Natural History Museum , in Linyinella 

Shandong Province, China. A few lines of quartz and black iron can be seen running 

through this huge piece of turquoise. 

In 2021, the Daytona platinum watch, with a turquoise mineral stone dial (making it very 

unusual as the material had never been used before), sold for $ 3.14 million , the second 

modern Rolex most expensive ever sold. 



The newly sold platinum Daytona has. The previous year, a Daytona model with a lapis 

lazuli dial sold for a record $ 3.27 million . 

 

 


